
 

 

Human Services 

❖ Print and Online Journals. Some titles may have backfiles only.  

Chronicle of Higher Education. Click to Access  

Counseling: the Magazine for Addiction Professionals 

Journal of Addictions and Offender Counseling 

Substance Abuse and Rehabilitation 

Group Facilitation 

 

❖ A-Z Database List. Remote access 

requires a Southwest username and 

password. 

Addictions, Substance Abuse & Alcoh… 

Biography (Gale in Context) 

Psychology Database 

Social Science Database 

❖ Streaming Media 

Addictions Counseling 

Adult Learning 1 & 2 

Children of Substance Abusers 

 

❖ OER (Open Education Resources).  

The link below is customized for Human Services. 

OER Commons 

Tennessee Open Education Hub 

❖ Faculty Select 
Faculty can search and access quality open textbooks, Open 

Educational Resources (OER), and request access to unrestricted 

library e-books from top academic publishers. 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

VIVIAN STEWART 

VSTEWART@SOUTHWEST.TN.EDU 

(901) 333-5067 

https://elib.southwest.tn.edu:3443/login?url=https://www.chronicle.com/
https://www.southwest.tn.edu/library/resources-a-z.php
https://www.oercommons.org/search?f.search=substance+abuse
https://www.oercommons.org/hubs/TNopeneducation
https://elib.southwest.tn.edu:3443/login?url=http://widgets.ebscohost.com/prod/facultyselect/access.php?custid=s4798415&group=fac_only&profile=facselect&user=s4798415@Fac&password=Fac_2020
mailto:vstewart@southwest.tn.edu


❖ Books. The list may include print and digital titles. 

Browse the shelves to search for items @ HV91-HV95 

Helping Skills for Human Services Workers. France, Kenneth 

This edition continues the themes of previous editions by emphasizing 

current supporting research on ways that human service workers can 

build relationships with their clients and encourage productive change. 

 

Guide to Starting Psychotherapy Groups. Price, John 

How does a therapist go about starting a psychotherapy group? In this 

practical guide the reader finds the elements, both attitudinal and 

procedural, needed for starting a therapy group.  

 

Substance Abuse and Aftercare. Jason, Leonard 

Drug and alcohol addiction are critical social problems in the United 

States. Drug and alcohol abuse are powerful facilitators of health and 

economic disparities, making recovery and re-entry into the 

community difficult. 

 

Treating Addiction: Beyond the Pain. Khantzian, Edward  

In Treating Addiction: Beyond the Pain, Edward Khantzian offers a 

collection of his recent works on the study and treatment of substance 

abuse and addiction.  

Group Counseling. Tudor, Keith  

This book provides a comprehensive examination of theories and 

concepts relating to group counselling and shows how differing 

theoretical frameworks can be used as a basis for practice. 
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